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SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT 

Communities 

 Alex Johnstone (North East Scotland) (Scottish Conservative and Unionist Party): To ask the 
Scottish Government what its position is on the effectiveness of the Landlord Registration Scheme. 

 (S4W-27425) 

Margaret Burgess: Private landlords make a significant contribution to meeting housing need in 
Scotland. Private landlord registration is a key tool to raise standards of accommodation and 
management in the private rented sector. Since its introduction, there have been over 259,509 
applications for registration (of which 252,463 have been approved) from private landlords which 
contain details of over 350,000 let properties. This information provides local authorities with data to 
inform their local housing strategies. 

The Landlord registration system has provided local authorities with the regulatory tools to improve 
standards in the private rented sector; it provides assurance to tenants and enhances the position of 
good landlords. 

 

 Alex Johnstone (North East Scotland) (Scottish Conservative and Unionist Party): To ask the 
Scottish Government how much the Landlord Registration Scheme has received from (a) it and (b) 
other sources. 

 (S4W-27426) 

Margaret Burgess: Since 2006, £20.7 million has been paid by landlords making online fee 
payments to local authorities. The Scottish Government does not keep figures for payments made in 
offline applications or by invoiced payments made directly to local authorities. These fees are retained 
by local authorities to assist with meeting the cost of the regime. Landlord registration does not receive 
funding from any other source. 

 

 Alex Johnstone (North East Scotland) (Scottish Conservative and Unionist Party): To ask the 
Scottish Government how many landlords have been (a) convicted and (b) sanctioned under the 
Landlord Registration Scheme. 

 (S4W-27427) 

Margaret Burgess: Responsibility for administration of the Landlord Registration Scheme rests with 
local authorities and Information on the number of prosecutions is not held by the Scottish 
Government. The Scottish Government does monitor local authority Landlord registration enforcement 
activity. Since January 2011, 25 cases have been reported to the procurator fiscal, prior to this time 
this figure was not collated centrally. 

With reference to other sanctions under landlord registration legislation, local authorities undertake a 
range of work to pro-actively enforce Landlord registration and improve standards. For example, since 
April 2008, there have been 36,637 late application fees applied and 8,590 rent penalty notices 
served, 321 action or improvement plans were instigated, 86 landlords have been deemed to be not 
“fit and proper” and 139 landlords have been refused registration or had their registration revoked. 

 

 Alex Johnstone (North East Scotland) (Scottish Conservative and Unionist Party): To ask the 
Scottish Government what discussions it has had with the Bank of England regarding its assessment 
of the financial stability risks associated with buy-to-let investors exiting the market and how this might 
impact on Scotland. 

 (S4W-27432) 

Margaret Burgess: The Scottish Government has not had discussions with the Bank of England 
regarding its assessment of the financial stability risks associated with buy-to-let investors exiting the 
market and how this might impact on Scotland. The Bank of England has responsibility for financial 



stability, and publically reports on its assessment through the financial stability report and meetings of 
its Financial Policy Committee. 

 

 Clare Adamson (Central Scotland) (Scottish National Party): To ask the Scottish Government 
what impact recent announcements by the UK Government in relation to the Green Deal will have on 
action to improve the energy efficiency of Scotland’s homes. 

 (S4W-27557) 

Margaret Burgess: The UK Government’s recent announcement to cease funding for the Green 
Deal Finance Company and Green Deal Home Improvement Fund has caused further uncertainty in a 
sector still recovering from the sudden changes made to the Energy Company Obligation by the UK 
Government in December 2013. It is one of a string of attacks on support for climate change and 
energy efficiency measures made by the UK Government. This announcement effectively ended the 
availability of Green Deal Finance further reducing support available to Scottish households. 
Furthermore, the closure of the Green Deal Home Improvement Fund a year early will reduce the 
resources available to the Scottish Government for energy efficiency in 2016-17 by £15 million as we 
will no longer receive the consequential funding expected. 

Despite the uncertainty caused by Westminster, this government remains committed to improving 
the energy efficiency of Scotland’s homes to help tackle fuel poverty and reduce carbon emissions. 
This year we are investing unprecedented levels and have allocated £119 million to our fuel poverty 
and energy efficiency programmes. Since 2009 we have invested more than half a billion pounds, 
benefiting nearly one in three homes in Scotland. 

The UK Government has stated that it will work with stakeholders to develop an alternative for 
Green Deal Finance alongside a new Energy Company Obligation, but has not yet set out formal 
plans or timescales and has not indicated what level of funding will be made available. Due to the 
increased and ongoing uncertainty around support for household energy efficiency stemming from the 
recent UK Government announcements we cannot meaningfully consult with the public on proposals 
for regulation of energy efficiency in private sector homes this year as originally planned. Whilst I 
must, reluctantly, announce today (18 September 2015) a delay to the planned consultation, this 
government is committed to taking forward the consultation in the next parliamentary session. 

In addition, given that the UK Government will no longer provide the £15.1 million in consequential 
funding, I must also announce that we will no longer be able to provide funding for our HEEPS: 
Cashback scheme for the next financial year – 2016-17. 

I am today writing to Amber Rudd highlighting Scottish Ministers’ concerns at the impact of the UK 
Government’s recent actions and overall approach to improving energy efficiency. I have also today 
written to the conveners whose committees have an interest in energy efficiency and fuel poverty to 
inform them of the delay to the consultation and changes to funding. 

Enterprise and Environment 

 Alison Johnstone (Lothian) (Scottish Green Party): To ask the Scottish Government whether, in 
considering its policy, it will request from the Australian Government information on pollution incidents 
associated with underground coal gasification projects in Australia. 

Holding answer issued: 15 September 2015 (S4W-27261) 

Fergus Ewing: The Scottish Government is clear that the development of new energy technologies 
such as underground coal gasification must be consistent with our environmental objectives, and we 
will continue to take a careful, evidence-based approach to such developments. 

Underground coal gasification would only ever be allowed in Scotland under the strictest 
environmental and planning regulations to ensure the highest level of environmental protection, which 
is of paramount importance to the Scottish Government. No planning applications for underground 
coal gasification have been submitted, but any future application would be subject to the same 
cautious, rigorous and evidence based approach that we are adopting for unconventional oil and gas. 

Finance 

 Sarah Boyack (Lothian) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Government how it plans to 
allocate any Barnett consequentials arising from the new vehicle excise duty. 



 (S4W-27388) 

John Swinney: The Barnett formula does not adjust to changes in reserved taxation but allocates to 
Scotland a population share of net changes in expenditure on comparable spending programmes in 
England. Vehicle Excise Duty (VED) is reserved and there will therefore be no Barnett consequentials 
flowing to Scotland in the UK spending review directly as a consequence of changes to the tax, with 
VED revenues continuing to flow into general public expenditure rather than to specific programmes. 

The UK Government has announced that from 2020-21 revenues from VED will be hypothecated for 
deployment through the Strategic Roads Fund in England. The funding implications for the devolved 
administrations have still to be determined. 

 

 Jackie Baillie (Dumbarton) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Government, further to the 
statement by Nicola Sturgeon on 1 September 2015 (Official Report, c. 13), in light of the First 
Minister’s comments about the Scotland Bill and the fiscal framework, what information it can provide 
regarding the progress being made by the Joint Exchequer Committee. 

 (S4W-27465) 

John Swinney: As part of the Joint Exchequer Committee (JEC), I have met the Chief Secretary to 
the Treasury twice to take forward our discussions on a fiscal framework for Scotland with the aim of 
completing the negotiations during the autumn. 

I have undertaken to write to the Convener of the Finance Committee after each JEC to provide him 
with a communique which sets out the issues discussed. 

Health and Social Care 

 Jackie Baillie (Dumbarton) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Government what assessment 
it has made regarding the levels of mesothelioma and other conditions that have arisen because of 
suspected exposure to asbestos in schools. 

 (S4W-27479) 

Maureen Watt: The Health and Safety Executive (HSE) is the lead agency for safety in the 
workplace and has responsibility for enforcement of the related asbestos legislation and regulations. A 
report published in 2014 by the HSE titled Mesothelioma in Great Britain 2014: Mesothelioma mortality 
in Great Britain 1968-2013 analysed statistics on mesothelioma mortality in the UK between 1968 and 
2013. This considered the overall scale of disease including trends in case numbers and deaths. It 
also includes an estimate of the future burden of mesothelioma deaths to 2030. 

NHS National Services Scotland collects statistics on the detailed incidence, mortality and 
prevalence data for mesothelioma patients in Scotland. These are published on the Information 
Services Division Scotland website. 

In relation specifically to exposure in schools, the Institute of Cancer Research and the London 
School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine undertook a case control study for the Health and Safety 
Executive in 2009. Titled Occupational, domestic and environmental mesothelioma risks in Britain: A 
case-control study, this study was the largest global study of its kind, funded by Cancer Research UK 
and the HSE, and involved more than 600 patients with mesothelioma who were interviewed to 
examine UK rates of the disease linked to different occupations. It found there was little or no 
evidence of increased risk in non-industrial workplaces such as schools. 

Learning and Justice 

 Kevin Stewart (Aberdeen Central) (Scottish National Party): To ask the Scottish Government 
what its position is on updating the Legal Profession and Legal Aid (Scotland) Act 2007 with regard to 
the time limits used by the Scottish Legal Complaints Commission to determine whether to investigate 
a complaint (a) generally and (b) if the complainant has an outstanding claim against the Law Society 
of Scotland's Guarantee Fund or Master Policy. 

 (S4W-27359) 

Paul Wheelhouse: With regards to time limits, specifically under section 32(1) of the Legal Aid 
(Scotland) Act 2007, the Scottish Legal Complaints Commission (SLCC) makes rules as to its own 
practice and procedure (although Scottish Ministers, along with others including the Lord President are 



consulted prior to the rules being made). In accordance with Schedule 3 of the Act, the SLCC may 
include provision for fixing time limits for the making of complaints. 

We are currently working with the SLCC to identify whether any changes are required to the Legal 
Profession and Legal Aid (Scotland) Act 2007 that would lead to improvements in its complaints 
handling, which would require to be taken forward in a future legislative programme. 

Therefore, the setting of time limits is primarily a matter for the SLCC and there would be no 
requirement to amend or update the Legal Profession and Legal Aid (Scotland) Act 2007 to achieve 
this. 

 

 Kevin Stewart (Aberdeen Central) (Scottish National Party): To ask the Scottish Government 
how it protects home buyers from fraudulent disposition, and what plans it has to introduce further 
measures. 

 (S4W-27361) 

Paul Wheelhouse: There are a number of ways in which home buyers are protected. 

First of all, fraud is a criminal offence. 

Secondly, the Keeper of the Registers takes a number of steps to combat fraud. Although the 
keeper is not usually the target of fraudulent acts, the land register can be used to legitimise fraudulent 
applications. 

The risk of fraud can never fully be eliminated. However, the keeper has a designated fraud officer 
and has adopted a number of operational measures in an attempt to reduce the risk of fraudulent 
deeds entering the register. The fraud officer works closely with bodies such as Police Scotland and 
the Council of Mortgage Lenders to assist with the early detection of fraudulent schemes and provides 
internal training to raise staff awareness of types of fraud. The fraud officer is the referral point for 
suspicious applications. 

Solicitors act as gatekeepers for applications to register a deed in the land register and therefore 
have a key role to play in the prevention of this type of fraud. The Scottish Government and Registers 
of Scotland expect solicitors to adhere to professional standards set by the Law Society of Scotland. 

Thirdly, the Land Registration etc. (Scotland) Act 2012 made it an offence for any party submitting 
an application to the keeper to knowingly or recklessly include materially false or misleading 
statements or to fail to disclose material information in such an application. The offence provision is 
designed to deter criminals from using the land register to validate illegitimate and criminal 
transactions. 

Finally, the 2012 Act also provides for a new statutory system of caveats. A caveat on a title sheet 
will effectively warn any party of ongoing litigation, including actions which may involve an allegation of 
fraud. 

The Scottish Government and Registers of Scotland fully recognise the need to be vigilant in this 
area. We have no current plans to introduce further measures but the government will continue to 
discuss with the Law Society of Scotland and others any steps that can be taken to improve the 
conveyancing process generally. 

 

The following questions received holding answers: 

S4W-27166 
S4W-27175 
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